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Preface
Quare habe tibi quidquid hoc libelli
Qualecumque; quod, o patrona virgo,
plus uno meneat perenne saeclo!
- Catullus

Let it be known, first of all: I cannot stand writing in first person. Not only
because of my exceptional humility, but also because this piece is not about me. In this

thesis, I intertwined the lives of two Hungarian refugees who fled from their homeland in
the aftermath of the Hungarian revolt of 1956 and traveled to Helena and Butte.

When I first heard of the Hungarian students who came to Carroll College, I was
already developing an interest in the Cold War and the Soviet Union. The Cold War’s
effects were felt everywhere, even during my childhood in Fairbanks, Alaska. Growing

up, I remember seeing recently outdated maps of the world, including a vast and
enigmatic nation called the “U.S.S.R.” I found out as I grew older that my hometown was

heavily impacted by the Cold War and United States-Soviet relations. Even before the
Cold War began, a strong connection in World War II between the United States and the
Soviet Union was visible in that northern city. At that time, Fairbanks was a vital point in

the United States-Soviet lend-lease program in which U.S. aircraft were flown to Alaska,

given to Soviet pilots and flown to the U.S.S.R. My father, having grown up in rural
Alaska, remembered a simple tune that admonished young students to “Make like a turtle
and duck and cover.” Even my parents’ alma mater, the University of Alaska Fairbanks,

had traces of the fifty-year conflict: according to local legend, the Gruening building, an
imposing concrete edifice in the center of campus, was designed to be a hiding point for

students in the event of a Soviet ground invasion. That legend is fiction, but it shows that
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the Cold War was more than a battle of words between Washington, D.C., and the

Kremlin; it was a nebulous conflict that reached across the world and changed the lives of
millions.

Above all else, I have always enjoyed a good story, and the experiences of Mr.

Kintli and Mr. Kecskes are among the best I have heard in my life. When the Hungarian
revolt broke out on October 23, 1956, newspapers across the world followed the ensuing

events with rapt attention. The Hungarian “freedom fighters,” as the Western media

called them, were seen as fighting a bold and patriotic struggle against Soviet oppression.
Truly, these young Hungarians were fighting for the basic freedoms of speech, political

expression, and to wrest control from the Hungarian communists. Kintli and Kecskes
were both present for the revolution and saw how unpopular communism was in their

homeland in the years leading up to the uprising. These two present a grounds-eye view

of what happened in those dramatic years and experienced their compatriots’ euphoria

when the Soviets were first repelled from Hungary and their crushed dreams when the
Russians returned to stomp out the rebellion.
However, the crowning feature of Kintli’s and Kecskes’ stories was what they did
afterward. They both came to the United States, speaking little English and with no
money or strong connections. Moreover, Kintli and Kecskes ended up in Helena and

Butte, cities that housed no major Hungarian immigrant communities. Through hard

work, persistence, and ambition, both Hungarians, along with their fellow expatriates,
forged new lives for themselves in the United States and made a home for themselves in
America. In many ways, it is the classic American story of immigrants arriving with

nothing but ambition and crafting successful new lives in their adopted homeland.
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This paper is not only about Mr. Kintli and Mr. Kecskes. I will also discuss the

lives of several other Hungarian immigrants who came to Carroll College with Kintli in

1957, as well as a few Hungarians who lived in Butte. However, I found it most
interesting to concentrate specifically on Kintli and Kecskes. Although I do provide
plentiful background information about Hungary and that nation’s revolt in 1956,1

concentrated this paper largely on the experiences of Kintli and Kecskes. I am indebted
deeply to both gentlemen for telling me their stories, as well as looking up old
classmates, finding old photographs, and doing research for me. I am very grateful for the
opportunity to write about their experiences. My research was also made possible by the
help of Fr. William J. Greytak, who recollected to me his experiences as a professor at

Carroll College and its Dean of Men when the Hungarians first arrived at Carroll. I am
also grateful for the help of Carroll’s library staff (along with their saintly patience for

my overdue books) and my thesis readers, Professors Gillian Glaes and Murphy Fox.

Last but not least, I wish to thank Professor Robert Swartout, my primary reader for this

thesis, advisor, and the man who first suggested the topic to me. This has been the most

challenging, enjoyable, and rewarding project I have embarked on thus far in my life.
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Chapter 1
A Brief History of Modem Hungary from 1919 to 1952

The October 1956 uprising in Hungary against Soviet control was bold, but clearly

doomed. However, Hungary's failed attempt at liberation was far from an obscure event
in world history. In the fallout from the ensuing Soviet invasion of Hungary, several

Hungarians fled not only to the United States, but specifically to a small liberal-arts
school in Helena, Montana, named Carroll College. These students were aware of their

bleak prospects if they remained in their homeland; the Hungarian communist party
would likely persecute or imprison them for their supporting the rebellion. Thus, they

sought to start new lives in America. In some ways, it is a classic tale of emigration to
America, “the land of opportunity,” where Hungarians and other peoples from across

Europe had been immigrating to for centuries. More importantly, these contemporary
Hungarian immigrants reveal how even western Montana was touched by the 1956
uprisings, a brief attempt at revolution that brought these young men and women to

America.
Before introducing the Hungarian students and the circumstances that led to their
exodus, the roots of the communist movement in Hungary must be understood.

Hungary’s conversion to communism was opposed by most of the Hungarian people.

Socialism, which would later give rise to communism, first reached Hungary in the mid
nineteenth century. By December 1890, the General Workers’ Party, a European
forerunner to the twentieth century communist movement, established a congress in

Hungary. However, the early Hungarian socialists’ efforts were largely ineffective.
Hungary, unlike Great Britain or Germany, did not have a large population of industrial
1

factory workers, so it did not have the “working-class” base that communism felt would

be first to call for an overthrow of existing governments. Hungary was an agrarian

nation, with much of its population living in the countryside, and, although it had some
factories, it did not develop a large enough body of urban laborers to attract significant
interest in communism. Moreover, Hungary was part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire,

one of the most traditional political structures in Europe. Coupled with Hungary's
agrarian nature, there was little room for Karl Marx's ideas of social upheaval and

popular revolution in an advanced industrialized society to take effect.
World War One, whose destructive force in Europe was surpassed only by World War
Two, brought a more lasting form of communism into Hungary than earlier attempts in
the nineteenth century. Bela Kun, a Hungarian soldier in the Great War, first encountered

Leninist-Marxism in a Russian prisoner-of-war camp. Tensions flared inside these camps
between the enlisted men and the officers; the enlisted men were forced to work in

appalling conditions, often laboring to death, whereas the officers relaxed in relative
comfort.3 This remarkable difference in treatment between the two classes of prisoners

fueled interest in Marxist ideas. Despite the Tasrist Russian government’s best attempts to
suppress communism, it remained a popular movement, and spread across Russia during

World War One, even into prisoner-of-war camps. Bela Kun returned to his country in
early 1919 as a devout convert to the Bolshevik Party.*
Kun's return to his homeland could not have come at a more opportune time. After the

Austro-Hungarian Empire's collapse in the aftermath of World War I, Hungary became an

independent nation under the governorship of Count Mihaly Karolyi. However, his
‘Bolsheviks, the dominant faction of the Russian Communist Party, supported rule by a group of
democratically-elected representatives that would rule via councils known as Soviets. Bolshevik
Communism forms the basis of Leninist-Marxism.
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regime was unable to survive the public outcry over the loss of Transylvania and other

Magyar-inhabited areas, (Magyar is the name that the Hungarian people call themselves
and their language, and hence they call their homeland Magyarorszag) and Karolyi

resigned shortly afterwards. Bela Kun and his fellow Bolsheviks took advantage of this
political vacuum and installed a communist government on March 19, 1919. Under Kun's
government, Hungary was a communist nation for exactly 133 days. However, popular

distrust of communism, particularly its abolishment of private land ownership, drove Kun
and his cohorts out of office, and a traditional regime under Admiral Miklos Horthy was
established that lasted until 1933, when Horthy was expelled from office and an extreme
right-wing government took hold of Hungary. Kun and the rest of the Hungarian

communists remained a small minority within their country. Most of Hungary’s
communist intelligentsia, such as Janos Kadar, Imre Nagy, and Matyas Rakosi, actually

lived as expatriates in Moscow in the 1920s and 1930s, leaving little actual communist
influence in their homeland.4

In fact, the Communist Party was effectively banned within Hungary by a wide
variety of right-wing forces that developed after World War I.5 Most of these right-wing
organizations were concerned with territories that Hungary had lost as a result of the
Treaty of Trianon. Under this treaty, Hungary was forced them to relinquish holdings in

Transylvania in Romania, Carpatho-Ukraine in Czechoslovakia, and Vojvodina in
Yugoslavia, among others.6 In these regions, ethnic Hungarians often lived in large

concentrations along the periphery of Hungary’s new borders, a fact that never left the
collective memory of the Hungarian people. The central question in the minds of interwar

Hungary's government leaders was how to revise the national boundaries set by the
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Treaty of Trianon so that the ethnic Magyars could live together in one homeland 4

Although most Hungarians in the 1930s were opposed to joining the Axis forces,
there were several groups of staunchly conservative, nationalistic Hungarians who

sympathized with the message of Nazism, especially in the restoration of lands Hungary
lost after World War I. Admiral Miklos Horthy, a former naval officer in a now
landlocked country, remained regent over Hungary at this time. The traditionalist admiral,

although loathing German nationalism and Hitler, admired “der Fuhrer” for destroying
the treaty of Locarno, in which Germany, Italy and Belgium agreed not to attack each

other. By doing so, Hitler was voiding one of the more controversial treaties created in
the aftermath of World War One. Admiral Horthy felt that, with Germany’s support, the

Hungarians could void the hated Treaty of Trianon and reclaim lost territories without
<■7

invoking international outrage.
The Hungarian government, emboldened by its new connections with the Axis

powers, made demands for its lost territories. The government opened border disputes

with Romania and Yugoslavia claiming that Magyar-inhabited lands in those countries
had been part of Hungary from antiquity. Hungary was also inducted into the Third
Reich under the Arrow Cross regime, an ultra-conservative government that mirrored
Nazi Germany and Austria. Hungary was the last nation to join the Axis powers, in 1943,

after the Soviet Union repelled the German invasion and the Red Army advanced
o

westward.

The Hungarians hated and feared the Russians even more than the Nazis. Frederick
Montgomery, an American scholar living in Hungary before and during World War Two,
summarized the Hungarian view of their Russian liberators: “If the Nazis were locusts,
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the Russians were super-locusts, impoverished by a planned economy that had put guns

before butter, not since 1933, but since 1917.”9 The Hungarians were aware that the
Russians had endured the worst hardships of the war, and they feared the advancing Red
Army would pillage Hungary and forcibly convert it to communism.

In these chaotic years, two future Hungarian expatriates to Helena were bom. The

first was Joseph Kintli in 1935, and later in 1943 Michael Kecskes was bom. They came

from distinctly different origins. Mr. Kintli was bom in Pestszenterzsebet, a small town

on the outskirts of Budapest, the capital of Hungary, whereas Mr. Kecskes grew up in the
country town of Eger, in northern Hungary. Both grew up in the midst of World War II,
and witnessed many instances of Soviet aggression against their people.

In particular, Mr. Kecskes recalls how a drunken Russian soldier, armed with a

machine-gun, approaching his boyhood home, demanded vodka or money. Michael and
his mother hid in their small country house, and tried to dash for the bomb shelter
underneath the floor. The soldier saw their movement, and proceeded to open fire into the

house. When the belligerent soldier stopped to reload, Mrs. Kecskes and her son dashed

into the basement, where she warned her brother inside about the Russian marauder. The
uncle returned upstairs, grabbed the Russian soldier's gun by the barrel, and knocked him

down with his own weapon.10 This story was not unique to Mr. Kecskes and his family;
such occasions, unfortunately, were quite frequent throughout Hungary at the time. Since
the Russian soldiers had been mistreated and endured over four years of starvation, terror,
and devastating warfare, they retaliated with a vengeance toward anyone who had

connections with the Germans. The Russian “liberators” marauded around Hungary.
Since Hungary had been forcibly inducted into the Axis Powers, Russian soldiers did not
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spare its citizens from their drunken rampages, theft, rape, and even wanton murder.

Mr. Kintli saw some of the same activities, but the Soviet soldiers who defeated the

Germans in Budapest appeared to have more self-control. (However, this may be because
there were too many people around for the Russians to rape and murder at will without

retribution.) Kintli recalled that once the Russian soldiers reached the capital city, they

demanded wrist-watches from every citizen they encountered, and frequently looted
stores.11

Kintli himself was nearly killed by one of the Russian “liberators.” When he was a
young boy, he recalls that a drunken Russian soldier staggered into the basement of the
apartment building that he was dwelling in with his family and two hundred other people.
(They had crowded into the basement to take refuge from the Russian advance into

Budapest.) The soldier promptly drew his pistol, aimed it in Kintli’s direction, and shot
out the candle on his nightstand, located only a few inches from his head.

Despite the

numerous stories of brutality by Russian soldiers in Hungary, it is important to
understand that they, too, were abused and often maltreated by their superior officers, and

found an outlet for their own frustrations and anxieties about wartime in abusing the
Hungarian people.
The Hungarians feared and loathed the Russians for more than just their frequent

and unprovoked rampages. Fears were rampant that the Soviets would capitalize on the

political vacuum left by the collapse of the Arrow Cross regime and foist Communism
upon Hungary. Unfortunately for the Hungarians, the Russians did exactly this. In 1944,

the Soviet Union installed a transitory government in Hungary, centered on the

Hungarian Communist Party (H.C.P.). Despite only winning a small portion of the actual
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vote, the H.C.P. obtained political control of Hungary in a seemingly legitimate fashion
through political manipulation and a powerful political alliance. Beginning in the spring

of 1944, the H.C.P. emerged, declaring itself as a true representative of the Hungarian

people, despite the fact that most of the members, such as Imre Nagy and Janos Kadar,
had spent most of their lives inside the Soviet Union.13
Once established in Hungary in 1944, the H.C.P. sought the allegiance of many of the

landless peasants and urban workers. It made no inroads among the Hungarian
intelligentsia or other political parties, but instead catered to the restless lower social

classes. Many of the rural poor and working-class Hungarians had been attracted to

native populist movements in the past. Thus, the H.C.P. organized workers’ unions, tried
and convicted real or imagined fascists and war criminals in “people’s courts,” and even

purged the army, civil service, and police. In brief, the Hungarian communists sought to
erase all traces of the previous government and earn the people’s allegiance through

demonstrations of influence and terror.14
However, despite Soviet support and carte blanche control in post-war Hungary, the
H.C.P. was still quite unpopular among the Hungarian people. In the November 1944

general elections, the H.C.P. received only 17 percent of the vote, the SocialistDemocratic Party (S.D.P.) won 17.4 percent, and the Smallholders Party, a faction
representing the small, rural land-owners, won a clear majority with 57 percent. All of the

party members promised a total reconstruction of Hungary, but the H.C.P.’s obvious

connections to the U.S.S.R., the Red Army’s uncontrolled rampage in the end of World
War Two, and radical Communism disgusted most Hungarian citizens.15
The unpopular communist government was imposed upon the Hungarian people by
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the H.C.P. and the Soviet Politburo, so the Hungarians hated many of its “reform”

programs. Most despised of all was the Land Reform Bill, in which the government
seized all estates over 1,000 hold (1 hold equals 1.42 hectacres or 3.5 acres) and all but
100 hold of the smaller farms. Interestingly, the H.C.P. allowed wealthy land-owning
peasants 200 hold in an attempt to win their loyalty.16 For Hungary, whose society and

economy was centered on land-owning gentry, this was a severe disruption of traditional

Hungarian life. Hungarian landowners were usually dedicated to maintaining their

traditional way of life; they often refused to introduce farm machinery and other means of
improving productivity to keep large numbers of workers employed. These employers
usually provided housing, food, clothing, medical care, and other necessities for

employees and their families.17 With this traditional system put out of use by the H.C.P.,
agricultural productivity plummeted in Hungary. Most large farms were converted in

kolhozes, massive state-run agricultural factories.

The Soviet purposes for absorbing Hungary were twofold. First, the primary duty of
Soviet foreign policy was to spread communism throughout the world so that the Marxist

dream of a global society of workers could be realized. The second purpose, especially
important after relations became frigid between the Soviet Union and the West, was to
create a buffer zone to protect Russia from another devastating invasion. The Soviet

Union had suffered horrifying losses in “the Great Patriotic War”: over twenty million
Russians had perished in the war; thousands of cities, towns and villages were
demolished in the fighting, and losses of livestock numbered into the millions.18 The

Russians knew that Germany had invaded their homeland in both World Wars, and made
every measure to prevent it from happening again.
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In contrast to the Soviet’s devastation, Hungary survived the war with far fewer losses
of life and property. In short, Hungary was an ideal target for integration into the

U.S.S.R., although the Soviets invaded it more for Hungary’s alliance to Nazi Germany
than any imperial motivations.

Needless to say, the Hungarian people were aware of the problems in their country.

The Hungarian Politburo, under the command of the Soviet Union, had ordered severe
reductions on consumer goods in favor of heavy industries. Stalinist fear had crept into

Hungary, with horrifying results. Native intelligentsia, military officers, and even local
communists were persecuted by the Hungarian government. Many of the early Hungarian

communists, such as Laszlo Rajk, were purged in the years between the communist
takeover of Hungary and Stalin's death in 1953.19 Moreover, anyone with an advanced

pre-communist education, or who had served in the military during the Arrow Cross

regime, was immediately targeted by the H.C.P. Those who graduated from college or
university, served in the army, or maintained a medical or legal profession prior to the
Soviet “liberation” of Hungary, were considered bourgeois by the H.C.P. and their

children were barred from higher education or party membership.

The communists

concentrated on galvanizing the peasantry to aid their cause of building a new socialist

nation.
The Hungarians did not initially revolt against the Soviet empire because of the

H.C.P.’s tactics of keeping them in a state of fear. The State Security Police, known by
the initials A.V.H., kept a close eye on the Hungarians, eager to crack down on possible
dissenters. Hungarians feared and loathed the A.V.H., especially since arrested dissidents

were thrown into political prison or executed. The Soviet Union imported Stalin's
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methods to terrify the Hungarians into submission.27
Despite the great projects that the Soviet Union initiated within Hungary, the

country suffered and its productivity languished. The forced collectivization of all farms
into state-run agricultural factories proved vastly unpopular. Agricultural output

decreased rapidly, and in many cases Soviet-funded attempts at creating heavy industries
in Hungary were poorly thought out. The Soviet efforts to convert Hungary into an
industrial nation were often conducted without common sense. For example, a

metallurgical complex was constructed at Sztalinvaros, a city located in a region with no

nearby supply of iron ore or coke.
Overall, the Hungarian people were quietly hostile towards the Soviet occupation of

their country. They loathed the forced redistribution of land, the imposed Communist

government, and the loss of basic rights such as freedom of speech and an active role in

their own government. Despite the Hungarian name, the H.C.P. was still an extension of
the Russian Bolsheviks, and the Hungarian people hated them. However, the presence of
a political secret police, segregation of all native non-communist intelligentsia, and the

dominant party’s connections with the C.P.S.U. (Communist Party of the Soviet Union)

kept most Hungarians from vociferously expressing their frustrations and oppression. In

1956, this simmering tension finally emerged and threatened the Soviet-backed
government.
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Chapter 2

The October Revolution of 1956

During the interbellum years, Hungary underwent several striking changes.

Admiral Miklos Horthy, the regent of Hungary, was forced into exile, and radical rightwing Hungarians took control of the government. From there, Hungary’s incorporation

into the Axis powers was inevitable. During these traumatic years, two Hungarians were

bom whose lives dramatically illustrate the challenges their nation would soon face.
Joseph Kintli was bom in Pestszenterzsebet (Pest-Saint-Elizabeth), a suburb of

Budapest in 1935. His father, Dr. Jozsef Kintli, was bom in the countryside. Although the
elder Kintli was not from a noble family, he studied medicine diligently, became a

doctor, and started a medical practice in a suburb of Budapest. During World War Two,

Dr. Kintli expanded his practice to the nearby town of Pincehely, became the head of an

ambulance service in Budapest, and was even drafted into the Hungarian Army as a
military physician.1

Because of the war, Joseph Kintli shared much of his time between Pincehely and
his family’s home in Pestszenterzsebet. His early childhood memories were pleasant ones
of playing on the Danube River outside of Budapest before the war and exploring
deserted country estates and vineyards outside of Pincehely afterward. By early April of

1944, however, Allied B-24 bombers were booming overhead, bombing industrial parts
of Hungary, such as the industrial complex of Csepel near Pestszenterzebet, which rattled
all the residents of that city. Kintli even recalls running home after a carpet-bombing near

his house; his family was unhurt, although he recalled that “the whole street was
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completely obliterated.” 2 What Kintli witnessed was the allied retribution against the
Hungarians. Shortly afterward the Soviet Russian “liberators” arrived.

Michael Kecskes offers a contrasting image of life in Hungary during World War
Two and Soviet “reconstruction.” Bom in 1940 in Eger a rural town in northern Hungary,
Mr. Kecskes’ family members were all farmers or rural workers. His father, Mihaly

Kecskes, was a non-commissioned officer in the Hungarian Army who was captured by
the Russians in Prussia. The elder Kecskes perished because of battle wounds and neglect
in a Soviet prisoner-of-war camp, although he returned to his home to die.

The Communists subjugated nearly every organization with connections to the

west. The Boy Scout chapters in Hungary, which Joseph Kintli belonged to, were shut
down, and the Catholic Church was heavily persecuted.4 In addition to state-induced
terror, a single-party system, and the collectivization of all farms, schools were placed

under government control. Kintli recalled that in 1949, when he was a third-year
gimanzium student - equivalent to the eighth grade in the United States - all Catholic
Church-run schools were seized and incorporated under the Hungarian government's
control. This included the gimnazium - equivalent to a college preparatory high school in
the United States - that he attended, which was run by the Piarist order of priests.5 At that

time, the Catholic Church became more prevalent in Hungarian culture; although
Hungary was 75 to 80 percent Catholic, many were nominal Catholics. However, the
Soviet persecution of the Church reinforced the Hungarian people’s support for the

institution and the native archbishop, Cardinal Jozsef Mindszenty, who had been
persecuted by the Communists for maintaining connections with the Vatican.6 The
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Catholic Church gave Hungarians an institution to use as a symbol of their opposition to
atheist communist dominion.
Most Hungarian schools, even Catholic parochial schools, were reordered under

H.C.P. (Hungarian Communist Party, or Magyar Kommunista Part) control. Kecskes was

an elementary student when the communist officials came to his small country school and
took down the crucifixes hanging in each classroom. The party replaced them with their
own icons: portraits of Karl Marx, Frederich Engels, and Josef Stalin, which the students

saluted each morning before class began.
The communist presence in Hungary asserted itself in several other ways. Mr.

Kecskes' uncle, who took care of the family, lost his entire machine shop business on the
false premise of “unpaid taxes.” At that time, the communists were radically

redistributing property, and this machine shop contained valuable equipment that the
communists wanted. He also employed too many workers, since under the H.C.P.’s rules,

any business that hired over twelve people was dismantled because it was considered a
bourgeois establishment. Moreover, the communists had infiltrated every official

laborers’ union in the country, and they feared that an large independent business could

allow workers to form their own unions and oppose official control. The elder Kecskes
ended up working for a state-run business, which ruined his life; it was devastating for

the industrious man to lose everything he had, and to work for a meager salary from the
state was truly an insult added to injury. However, the elder Kecskes could inflict no

retribution upon the communists. When he even shouted out how terrible the communists
were, the police arrested him and he returned home several days later, badly beaten.8
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Michael Kecskes’ education took a sharply different route from Kintli’s
experience as well. Since he was the son of peasant fanners with no connection to the

nobility, he was groomed for a future indoctrination into the party. The local party
officials commanded Kecskes’ mother to stop sending him to church, enrolled him in

special Marxist philosophy classes, and inducted him into the Soviet Pioneers (Soviet
equivalent of the Boy Scouts and an avenue for indoctrinating young communists).9 At
that time, the Hungarian state education system was two-tiered; each student was

evaluated at the eighth grade, and sent on either a liberal-arts or a vocational-educational

route. There was no switching course once a student was tested. Kecskes, already being
involved in the pioneers and other Soviet youth programs, was directed towards the

academic path and enrolled him in a gymnasium. Although the communist youth leaders

lauded Kecskes and showered him with rewards for his studies and involvement in the
communist youth programs, he felt that something was “horribly wrong.” Nevertheless,

Kecskes followed instructions, studied, and considered becoming a fighter jet pilot. All
classes after fifth grade were conducted in Russian, and Marxist ideology classes were
obligatory. Despite Kecskes’ easy time in class, he nevertheless felt that something was

wrong. Like many of his countrymen, he was strongly opposed to communism, although
state-induced terror against such dissenters silenced most opposition.10
However, despite the great efforts that the H.C.P. undertook to suppress

Hungarian freedom, there was a growing underground resistance to communism. Part of
this was due to Hungary’s national image. All Hungarian students, until the Soviet

invasion, learned of their country’s role as the “last bastion of the West.” They saw
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themselves as Westerners and Hungarians, not Eastern Slavs. Thus, communist attempts

to integrate them into Russian (Slavic) culture were strongly resisted.
In these dark times for the nation of Hungary, Joseph Kintli found it difficult to

find a suitable vocation after graduating from high school. Because his father was a
doctor and a former military physician, he was barred from entering most universities,
since candidates from working-class, non-bourgeois families were given preferential

treatment. Although he found an accounting school that accepted him, it was closed less
than a week from when classes began!11

Due to compulsory military service in Hungary at that time, Kintli was drafted
into the army in September 1955. Kintli recalled of his induction, “I got very lucky,
because during the interview, I told them that I played the trumpet. So, they assigned me

to a battalion that had a jazz band and needed additional players.”

He was assigned to a

civil defense battalion whose purpose was to dispose of ordinances and clean up
hazardous materials in the aftermath of an air raid. However, his primary job in the army

was as a trumpet player in a jazz band, in which he played in clubs frequented by
military and A.V.H. (Hungarian political police) officers. Although Kintli only played in

the band on certain weekends, he found it more interesting than guarding an ammo

dump.

Nevertheless, in 1956 the oppression and humiliation that the Hungarians had
endured under communist control had reached intolerable levels. It was not any major

event, but rather a critical mass of public frustrations that led to the attempted

revolution. The public figurehead of the Hungarian revolution was the former Hungarian

premier, Imre Nagy. Nagy was a devoted communist, but he was aware of his nation’s
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plight. By the mid-1950s, rebellious feelings surfaced among the Hungarians, especially

among the students and urban youth. Despite the communist effort at assimilation, even

Hungary's leader, Imre Nagy, was beginning to share in his people's sentiment.
Imre Nagy was a dedicated Bolshevik who had survived Stalin’s purges by

assisting the N.K.V.D. (People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs, or the Soviet Secret

Police) in investigating, arresting and eliminating suspected dissidents.14 However, at
that time in Moscow, such treachery was commonplace. One of the best ways to prove

one’s loyalty to the party leadership was to ferret out dissenters. Because of Nagy's

collaboration with the Kremlin, he gained the trust of the Soviet Politburo and a
reputation for fierce loyalty to the party. On June 27, 1952, Nagy was appointed to the
position of head of the Hungarian Soviet by the Kremlin.15

Once in office, Nagy was commanded by the C.P.S.U. (Communist Party of the

Soviet Union) to ease the burden of agricultural deliveries and curtail the destructive
activities of the A.V.H However, he was also ordered not to introduce a free market, nor

to reform Hungary beyond the limits of a Soviet satellite.16 The Soviet Union wanted to

keep Hungary firmly under its control, and kept the country under close surveillance.

This was a dilemma for Nagy, for although he advocated greater autonomy within
Hungary and better relations with the West, he was also a staunch Bolshevik and wished

to keep Hungary within the orbit of the U.S.S.R. Nevertheless, Imre Nagy refused to

obey orders when the Soviet Politburo commanded him to step down and let rival party

member Matyas Rakosi take his place as Hungarian Premier. Nagy’s defiance
immediately earned him the respect of his countrymen. This confidence was further
reinforced by his suggestion in 1955 to disengage Hungary from the competition
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between the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R., realigning the country as an independent
communist nation a la Tito’s Yugoslavia.
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On October 23, 1956, simmering tensions in Budapest among the students and
middle-class intelligentsia erupted into a full-fledged rebellion. A protest broke out at

Radio Kossuth, the state broadcasting headquarters. The students had gathered to
broadcast their sixteen-point demands, and when denied by the A.V.H. men stationed
outside, the gathering escalated into a protest.18 Most of the 15,000 Hungarians were

young, mostly between eighteen to twenty-five years old. Rogue Hungarian soldiers even
came into the crowd and distributed weapons to the civilians.19 As the protest grew more

violent, Kintli’s unit was called up to disperse the crowd. He recalled of the incident:

By that time, when we got there, the crowd was in the thousands.
There was also the A.V.H. men inside. Somebody said that a whole
truckload arrived and just stormed in.... First they started shooting tear gas
into the crowd. That backfired, because the streets were pretty narrow,
so the gas drifted back over there. And then, probably at about 7 [P.M.],
they started shooting, we were lying under our trucks and they started to shoot
at us.
And suddenly ... about 14 tanks arrived from a base about 12 miles
outside of Budapest, but the commander refused to do anything to hurt the
crowd.20

As his harrowing account illustrated, most of the troops identified with the
protestors. A.V.H. agents were considered agents of Soviet terror; the resistance would

target them heavily in succeeding days. After the firefight ended outside of Radio

Kossuth, Kintli’s unit was ordered to return to its barracks, and later guarded the Interior
Department building. Several days later, when the chain of command within Kintli’s
battalion dissolved, Kintli and several soldiers commandeered a military supply truck and

made an impromptu bus line out of it, stopping off at each soldier’s home district. By that
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time, most of Budapest’s public transportation had been shut down, so residents were
confined to either walking, driving, or riding a bicycle.
While Mr. Kintli was struggling to stay alive in Budapest, the rest of the world
watched the situation in Hungary intently. However, the United States government

remained ambivalent, perhaps because of a dearth of intelligence operators in Hungary.21

Partially because of the Suez Canal crisis in Egypt dominated the public eye, the U.S.
government had relatively little interest in directly assisting the Hungarians. More

importantly, the United States refused to engage in any situation that would possibly
have led to a direct confrontation with the U.S.S.R. However, this did not stop the C.I.A.

and other groups from encouraging the Hungarian freedom fighters.
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The Hungarian rebels were further encouraged by Radio Free Europe.

The

C.I.A.-financed station broadcasted twenty-four hours a day into the Eastern bloc, despite
Soviet attempts to jam it. R.F.E. was considered “the Hungarian people’s radio station”

and attracted a dedicated group of listeners in Hungary, despite the penalty of jail time for

being caught listening to it.24 R.F.E. comforted rebels with messages that the United
States supported their goals and would support them in some fashion. Most Hungarians,

as Kintli recalled, did not interpret R.F.E.'s messages as a promise that American
intervention was coming, but it gave them hope and a tacit promise that they had the

West’s support.25
Kintli's assessment of Nagy sums the premier’s image in Hungary neatly: “He

was a good man, a Communist, but in the beginning he made the big mistake of not
getting closer to the crowds and the students.”26 Indeed, Nagy was still an adamant

Communist, and did not comply with the people's demands for a free Hungary until it
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was too late. While he was still speaking of a peaceful resolution to the crisis, the people
of Hungary were chanting “Ruszki Haza! ” (“Russians, go home!”) Nevertheless, over the

course of the uprising Nagy became a progressively more unorthodox communist.

Meanwhile, the Hungarian insurgents were fervently expelling their homeland of
Russian influence; by October 26, several of the highways to Budapest were under rebel

control, and Hungarian insurgents had erected makeshift checkpoints to capture fleeing

Russian soldiers or A.V.O. men.27 As Anthony Rhodes, an American journalist present at
the time, reported, “At one of the road-blocks, we were told that Russian tanks had been

seen ahead, and that we must wait until the scouts reported that they had been destroyed.
These people did not seem to have the slightest doubt that they would destroy the

Russians; they could not envisage that the Russians might destroy them. Their confidence
and optimism were infectious; and I felt that I was present at some world-convulsing

event, some cataclysm like the French Revolution.”

At the time, the Hungarian

independence movement seemed unstoppable, and liberation was very possible. Although

Budapest was the center of the uprising, its effects could be felt throughout the country.

The sense of national euphoria was palpable. Kecskes recalled that in Eger people
were randomly hugging each other on the street, even crying tears of joy at the prospect
of liberating themselves from Communist influence. While citizens of Eger were afraid

only weeks before of cursing out communists, once the uprising broke out in Budapest
they worked in tandem to tear down a monument to Russian soldiers in downtown Eger.

As he described the sentiments at that time, “it was like gasping up for air after being
submerged for years.”29
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The Hungarian revolution’s impact was truly felt worldwide. The United States’
Associated Press distributed nearly daily reports from Budapest on the uprising. The front

pages of newspapers worldwide, including Helena’s Independent Record, reported that
by October 31,1956, Russia’s army was on the retreat from Hungary.
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In contrast to the Hungarian people’s bold resolve, Hungarian politicians,
particularly Imre Nagy, were completely baffled on how to proceed. Nagy was very
careful; being a true Marxist-Leninist, he did not wish to drive Hungary away from

Communism. However, because of his indecisive leadership, the Hungarian people’s

uprising appeared chaotic to many outsiders, including Soviet Premier Nikita Khruschev,
who came to believe that Russian intervention was necessary.

By November 3, Soviet tanks and troops were amassing near the Hungarian
border. Two days prior, Imre Nagy announced publically that Hungary would be leaving

the Warsaw Pact. At that point, the Russian Politburo decided to intervene, or else other
satellites might follow Hungary's example.31 Once the Kremlin was assured that

N.A.T.O. would not intervene or allow Hungary to enter its ranks, an invasion was
authorized. Although this was contrary to Khrushchev's acceptance of “polycentrism,”
that permitted communism independent of Soviet control, the Soviet premier ordered the

invasion to restore Hungary to its orbit around the Kremlin.32

The Kremlin, fearing that Hungary’s secession from the Warsaw Pact would
inspire other satellite nations to deviate from Soviet control, sent in troops with armored

vehicle support. This was done despite the United Nation’s call for non-interference in
the Hungarian crisis. The U.N. condemned Soviet military activity in Hungary, calling

for the Soviets to withdraw and for free elections to be held to create a popular
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government, but little action reinforced such declarations.33 Despite the public outcry
over the Soviet “intervention” force, no action was undertaken by any forces. Although

Hungary was not seeking N.A.T.O. membership, no Western nation wished to risk
provoking a war with the U.S.S.R. over Hungary.34 So, while countless newspapers

around the world decried how the Soviets were running rampant in Hungary, even
attacking hospitals and Red Cross relief stations, they stood by and watched Soviet tanks

parade around Budapest.35 This was a devastating blow for the Hungarian people; many
of the insurgents were still hoping for some support from the West, even once the tanks
rolled in. By that time, Kintli was well aware of what had happened. His battalion had

been dissolved, and his commanding officer admonished him to “get the hell out of here.”

Once the Soviets invaded his homeland, Kintli fled Budapest for his father’s

home in nearby Pincehely. After spending three weeks there, Kintli realized that he

needed to emigrate. “There was no future in Hungary,” he stated simply. His father

suggested that he desert from the army and run to the Austrian border. Thousands of
Hungarians had already fled from their homeland after November 4, fearing that the
Soviets would soon seal off the western border with Austria. Michael Kecskes also

understood that he would have no future in Hungary, and thus sought to flee.
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Chapter 3

Escape to the United States and Moving to Montana

By November 8, 1956, the Hungarian independence movement had fallen. The
U.S.S.R. intervened, in complete disregard for the U.N. resolution set against it, and told
U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower that Soviet troop involvement in the Hungarian
crisis was a matter strictly for the Soviet Politburo to decide upon, with no outside
influence.1 The revolt paralyzed the Hungarian railroad system. The Soviet forces

imprisoned Imre Nagy for declaring Hungary to be separate from the Warsaw Pact, and
replaced him with party loyalist Janos Kadar. The people’s bold grab for freedom had

failed, which crushed the hearts of many Hungarians. Many of the former Hungarian

rebels, seeing little future in Hungary, took their chances crossing their nation’s fortified
border with Austria, which had now become the divide between East and West. In the
month of November in 1957 alone, over 113,810 Hungarians fled their homeland. The
majority of these refugees were young, male, and former university or vocational-school

students. Most of these runaways were supporters of their nation’s revolt, and wanted to
live free from communist control.

A

Fortunately for the Hungarian people, most western nations were eager to help
Hungarian refugees resettle. The United States was particularly generous. On November

8, 1956, only four days after Soviet forces quelled the Hungarian uprising, President
Eisenhower expressed his empathy for the thousands of Hungarians fleeing their country,

many “still suffering wounds inflicted by the guns of Imperialist Communism.” He stated
that “I have therefore requested the Administrator of the Refugee Relief Act to process as

many as 5,000 Hungarian refugees as expeditiously as possible.”3 However, most of the
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first 5,000 refugees did not enter the United States until Tuesday, November 21.4 By

December 1, Eisenhower had expanded the number of Hungarians eligible to be admitted
into the United States to 21,500 of which about 4,500 would be granted entry under

political asylum; the remaining 16,500 would be processed as standard immigrants.5
While United States politicians cleared the way legally for the arrival of the
Hungarians, Mr. Kintli was making his way across Hungary. He departed with his friend
Imre Oberlander from Pincehely on November 29, carrying the clothes on his back, some

money, a friend’s civilian identification documents, and a full bottle of brandy.6 They

took the train to Szekesfehervar, Hungary, where they spent their first night. The next

day, they traveled to Papa, and eventually reached Csoma, a town close to the Austrian

border. However, it was a daunting journey. Joseph was officially an army deserter, and

feared that someone would recognize his fake I.D. (a gift from a friend). Fortunately, this
did not occur.7 On December 1, Kintli traveled to Mosonszentjanos, a town right next to

Austria. However, crossing the border was no easy task; Soviet troops patrolled the
border and erected watchtowers with searchlights to spot would-be runaways. Even
freelance guides who promised to deliver immigrants to Austria could not be trusted.

Since guides did not want to be spotted with runaways, many simply asked for money
and pointed their clients towards the right crossing, or sometimes even a nearby Soviet

sentry.8
On December 2, Kintli and his friend Oberlander made the attempt to cross the

border. With only a small flashlight to illuminate the path, Kintli and Oberlander
followed their guide through a half-paved, half-dirt road en route to the Austrian border.
Once they crossed the border, they reached the refugee station at Kaisersteinbruck.9 At
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the station, they were given sandwiches and hot cups of tea fortified with rum. The

Austrian government set up several camps along the eastern border to tend to nearly

1,500 to 2,000 Hungarian refugees.
However, Kintli’s and his comrade Oberlander’s experiences were not unique.
Nearly every Hungarian who wished to flee their homeland in the final months of 1956
and throughout 1957 attempted a similar clandestine escape. Mr. Kecskes also escaped

from Hungary in November. Since many of the train lines were shut down or operating
sporadically, Kecskes hitched a ride aboard a potato truck to Budapest. From the capital,
he boarded a train to the border. However, that was the least dangerous part of his
journey.10
Once Kecskes reached the border with Austria, the security measures were

already in effect. In addition to the multiple barbed-wire fences and watchtowers,

machine guns jutted out of the guard-towers and some of the fields contained land-mines.
Like Kintli, Kecskes made his attempt at night. However, while trying to cross a barbedwire fence his wool coat became entangled in the wire. The noise or his movement

alerted the guards, and spotlights lit up and roved across the field. Shortly afterwards,
Kecskes heard the report of machine-gun fire nearby, and struggled to detach himself
from the fence. Alarmed, numb with cold and fatigued, he tore his coat while breaking

free from the barbed wire, while spotlights rolled across the area and bullets whizzed

nearby. Dashing across the field, he realized he was safe only when the machine-gun fire

stopped. He even feared that he had wandered back into Hungary in his moment of peril.

Only when he found an empty carton of “Austria Dry” cigarettes did he realize that he
had reached Austria.11 He found his way to an Austrian-run refugee camp at
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Treikerschen, and later flew to the United States from Frankfurt, without a passport, on a

plane full of pregnant Hungarian women!12
Many of the Hungarians who left wanted to return quickly to continue the

rebellion. Some were freedom fighters who sought to return and fight the Soviets. Elie
Abel, a New York Times Magazine reporter at a nearby camp in Eisenstadt, met a band of

former freedom fighters who stated, “We have friends in Canada and Australia but, so

long as there is hope that the Russians will leave Hungary, we don't want to be too far

away. If there's any possibility at all, we will go back to Budapest.” The same rebel
admonished the reporter: “Tell the West not to be afraid of the Russians. The troops they
sent against us were cowardly and weak. If help had reached us in time, we could have

beaten them.”

Overall, at least three quarters of the Hungarian exiles were less than 35

years old, male, and usually from a non-agri cultural background.14

While at Kaisersteinbruck, Mr. Kintli searched for a new country to settle into. At

first, he signed up with a Dutch delegation, but then switched to a university in Frankfurt,
Germany. His friend Oberlander wanted to emigrate to the United States, since his sister

lived in New York state. Kintli asked to be placed on the waiting list. Meanwhile, he
nearly ended up in Germany. He had filled in his paperwork with the German delegation,

boarded a bus, and was about to depart to Frankfurt when his friend rushed to him and
told him that his sister in America was willing to sponsor him. A delegation from the

National Catholic Conference came through the next day, and Kintli finalized his

emigration papers to the United States.15

On Christmas Eve, after obtaining green cards, Mr. Kintli and his friend
Oberlander boarded the U.S.S. General Haan, a decommissioned World War Two-era
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naval vessel. Kintli recalled that the voyage “took thirteen days to cross the Atlantic, as

we had to avoid several big storms. We didn't mind the long voyage, as the food was

good, as they had several Hungarian chefs aboard to help.”16
Kintli and his compatriots aboard arrived stateside on January 7 and were
processed at Camp Kilmer, New Jersey, an old army fort converted into a temporary
refugee camp specifically for the Hungarian escapees. At Camp Kilmer the Hungarians
received introductory courses in English, watched American movies such as Snow White

and Geronimo, and searched for new towns to settle into. The camp housed at most six
thousand Hungarian refugees at any one time. For intelligence purposes, the Central

Intelligence Agency (C.I.A) collected background information on individual Hungarians
and search for individuals with pertinent intelligence on the Soviet Union’s activities in

Hungary.

This gave the C.I.A. an invaluable opportunity to flesh out their very limited

intelligence on Hungary.

Mr. Kintli and Mr. Kecskes spent their time at Camp Kilmer finding new places to
settle in. Kintli took the opportunity, as many of his countrymen did, to leave the camp

and visit New York City.18 while waiting to leave. Catholic Relief Services sponsored
trips to Montana for both Kintli and Kecskes, along with almost all of the Hungarian

refugees who ended up in that state. Mr. Kecskes reached Montana and Cliff Hyndham, a

Butte miner, and his family took him in. He was not the first Hungarian “rebel” to reach

Butte, nor the youngest. On February 14, 1957, the Montana Standard reported that the
first quartet of young Hungarians had reached that city on the prior Wednesday.
Monsignor D. B. Harrington, then head of Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Helena,

assisted the initial four refugees: Otto Novak, Zoltan Barankjai, Frank Hulschneider, and
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future Carroll student Bela Marton. When the Hungarians first arrived, they discussed

their experiences with their new neighbors. The article commented on future Carroll
student Bela Marton, “Bela is an orphan. His father was killed fighting against the

Communists during World War II, and soon after that conflict he saw his mother attacked
and murdered by Communist troops .... [He] was all too eager to turn against the

Russians when the students set the spark on October 26 .. ..”19 The article discussed how

surprised Marton was that he did not have to report his movements to the police. Marten

also admired the freedom of mobility that Americans enjoyed, which conflicted greatly
with the travel restrictions within the Soviet Union and its satellite states.

Several of Marton’s compatriots related other traumatic memories of the

revolution; one mimed how a friend grasped her waist while being cut down by machinegun fire from Soviet troops, another related stories of attacking Soviet tanks with
Molotov cocktails and home-made explosives. These dramatic reports only reinforced the
mystique that enveloped the Hungarian refugees when they first reached the United

States. In the eyes of the American media, these young men and women fought on the
front lines against communism and deserved special recognition for their deeds.

However, once the language barrier was overcome, these young “freedom fighters” made

it clear that they were ordinary people who wanted to build peaceful new lives in
America.

The Hungarian refugees found no community of fellow expatriates to help them
settle into Butte. Aside from a few of the Hungarian boys who were acquainted with
English, there was a Catholic priest in Butte, Fr. James Byrne, who was somewhat
acquainted with the Hungarian language.20 The boys, however, found a mentor in a
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Hungarian immigrant named Laszlo Tetmajer, a mechanical engineer employed in the

Montana Power Company. Tetmajer fled Hungary during World War Two, and settled in
Butte. He taught the Hungarian boys essential English phrases, and provided emotional

support. Kecskes and his fellow expatriates appreciated having someone to speak with in

Hungarian, especially when trying to settle into a foreign land.21

Kecskes lived with his host family for only a short while; once he turned 17, he moved
into his own apartment and graduated from Butte High School with no outside support.
Kecskes’ story is not unique. Most of his fellow Hungarian expatriates were eager to
support themselves and form their own careers in America. What makes the choice of

Montana surprising and emblematic of the new wave of Hungarian immigrants was that
there was no large-scale immigration of Hungarians into western Montana. In the past,

Hungarian immigrants settled on the East Coast, concentrating on areas such as the West

Side of Cincinnati, New York City, Chicago, and Bridgeport, Connecticut.22 On the

eastern seaboard and in the Midwest, Hungarian immigrants formed several societies to
help new arrivals settle in. However, the Hungarian immigrants did not remain stationary.

Like other immigrant groups of the period, they traveled to any town or city where work

was offered, so that large communities of Hungarian immigrants never formed in any
particular city. The new wave of Hungarian immigrants, including Kintli and Kecskes,
continued this trend of traveling wherever new prospects emerged.
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Figure 1. This article, depicting Russian tanks fleeing
from attacking Hungarian rebels, helped create the heroic
image of the “freedom fighters” in the western media.

From the Helena Independent Record, October 31,1956.

Russian Army's Retreat From Budapest
Is in Full Swing; Tanks Head Out
leaving Dead and Wounded Men Behind
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Figure 1

Figure 2.The Hungarian rebels
continued to fight the Soviets
even into November, as this
photograph depicts.
From the New York Times
Magazine, November 11, 2956.

Figure 2
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Figure 3
Figure 3. These images from the New York Times depict the chaos in Budapest in the
aftermath of the Soviet invasion of Hungary in November 1956.

From the New York Times Magazine, November 11, 1956.
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Figure 4

Figure 4. This political cartoon depicts how harshly the Soviet Union treated Hungary
and its citizens during the 1950s.
From the Butte Montana Standard, February 11, 1957.
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Figure 5. The
arrival of the
initial fourteen
Hungarians
connected Carroll
College with the
Cold War, and
showed how farreaching the
effects of that
conflict were.
From the Carroll
College
Prospector, March
8, 1957.

Rev. Francis Purker greets the first contingent of Hungarian refugee stu
dents to reach Carroll for English instruction upon their arrival at the Helena aiport Friday evening, March 1. These 14 hoys will be joined in the
near future by Ik at thetr fellow refugees.

Figure 5

Figure 6. John J.
Magyarosi, the
youngest of the
Hungarian
expatriates at
Carroll, poses for
the Carroll
yearbook
From the Carroll
College
Hilltopper, 1959.

Figure 7. Fr.
William J.
Greytak.
From the Carroll
College
Hilltopper, 1959.

Figure 7

Figure 8. Cliff Hyndman, a
Butte miner, stands outside
his home. Kecskes lived
with the Hyndmans for
much of his first year in
Butte.
Courtesy Michael Kecskes.

Figure 9. Kecskes, on the
left, stands with his
compatriots next to his first
car, a 1950 Studebaker.
Automobiles were highly
prized by the Hungarian
refugees because they were
tangible signs of the "good
life" in America.

Courtesy Michael Kecskes.

Figure 10. Kecskes, on left,
poses with fellow
Hungarian Bela Balogh in
Butte, MT, 1958.
Courtesy Michael Kecskes.
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Bela zoltan

JOSEPH FRANCIS KINTLI
Ki.cheSy, B»W

horvath

Czorna, Hungary

Figure 12

Figure 11

GEORGE CHARLES KRAJCSIK
Jamaica, New York

Patricia M Koller, A.B.
Latin

Figure 13

Figures 11-13. Bela Horvath, Joseph
Kintli, and George Krajcsik all graduated
in 1961. Patricia Koller (fig. 14)
graduated a year earlier.
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All photographs courtesy of the 1960 and
1961 issues of the Hilltopper.

Kintli traveled with thirteen other students, including future Carroll classmates

Bela Horvath, John Maygarosi, and George Krajcsik. Their flight from New Jersey to
Helena was sponsored by Catholic Relief Services. They flew to Helena on March 1,

1957, and were met at the airport by two pre-seminarians.23 The initial fourteen had very

similar backgrounds and experiences. Almost all had escaped from Hungary on their
own, were highly motivated to build new lives in America, all were high school
graduates, and most had studied at a university or technical college. Although they had

only a smattering of English before reaching the United States, all of them had studied
Russian to some degree, and some were proficient in German, French or Latin.24
For the remainder of the spring semester, they studied English under the

instruction of two Catholic priests, Father Ladislaus K. Parker, and Father Ellak
Horvath,

who both emigrated from Hungary during World War Two. Father William J.

Greytak, then the Dean of Men at Carroll, recalled that the Hungarian students arrived
with only the clothes on their back, and provided them with bed-sheets and other
necessities when they arrived at the college. Their English education program consisted

of three hours of classes per day: one hour in phonetics and pronunciation, one in

conversational English, and another listening to Hungarian-English phonograph records.

In addition, two credit-hours of theology classes were required. Several of the initial
fourteen students who studied engineering at the University of Budapest and technical

colleges in Hungary also took engineering classes.26
When the Hungarian students first arrived at Carroll, the Carroll student body
gave them a warm welcome for the most part. Carroll students recognized that their new

classmates had been through a shocking ordeal, and did their best, for the most part, to
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accept them into their community. An anonymous writer in Carroll’s Prospector voiced

his admiration for the Hungarian expatriates’ fight for freedom:

Why were these young men able to face down an armed soldier, a moving tank,
or
an angry commissar? I’ll tell you. These men are skilled in the art of self-denial.
These youthful heroes have faced privation, starvation, and near liquidation, and they
have survived, simply because they have practiced the Christian principle of denying
themselves.
There is a very serious and important lesson we can learn from this. Here in
America, we are becoming complacent, soft, self-indulgent. We are concerned
about the
speed of our 1957 automobile, the availability of “happy pills,” the effects
of the millions
of cigarettes we smoke a year, and the consequences of downing
thousands of gallons of
liquor each year.27

Since the Western media concentrated on the Hungarian revolt of 1956, Carroll
students were curious about their new classmates and former “freedom fighters.” One
article in the Carroll Prospector which discussed the Hungarian students listed several as
former rebels, including Kintli. He was involved in the fighting, but not as a rebel. This

was probably due to the media attention that the Hungarian uprising had received at the
end of 1956, when front pages of newspapers across the nation showcased photographs of

Hungarian rebels parading around Budapest in captured Soviet tanks and repelling

Russian troops from their homeland.

When the Hungarians first arrived in Helena, they all wanted automobiles of their
own. They all sought part-time jobs to help to pay for their tuition and goods
commonplace in America but seldom seen in communist Hungary. To help purchase

automobiles, the Hungarians often shared the cost between themselves, resulting in three
or four students sharing a single car. This story was immortalized in Fr. Greytak’s brief

history of Carroll College, “Jack’s Castle,” and reflects on the students’ perception of the
“good life” in America.28 For the Hungarian students, who grew up with a communist
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government that severely limited the production of consumer goods, seeing all the
students’ cars parked along St. Charles Hall was a captivating sight.29
Writers at the Carroll Prospector were surprised to discover that Hungarian

students knew the waltz, the tango, and several other dances, but had never heard of the
then-popular jitterbug. Moreover, the Hungarians had not encountered rock and roll

music, but they were well-versed in American jazz and countless classical artists. This
shows the Carroll students’ astonishment at the life of these young people who had lived
behind “the Iron Curtain,” which blocked popular trends and new ideas. Especially

surprising to Carroll students at the time, there were no cowboy movies in Hungary. The

initial fourteen students were then supplemented by another twelve, bringing the total

number to twenty-six. The Hungarians brought variety to the Carroll student body, which
was primarily from western Montana. In the 1950s, Carroll’s student body included at
least twenty-seven Sullivans, mostly from Butte and Anaconda.30
Overall, despite the sometimes unusual stories attached to the Hungarian

immigrants at Carroll, they were fairly portrayed in the Prospector as ordinary young
people. One article did explain that the Hungarian students were more modest dressers

than their American counterparts, preferring muted grays and dark blues to the
Americans’ loud-colored shirts and ties. However, the Hungarian students also had much

in common with their American counterparts, including their study habits. As an article
mentioned, “Some are excellent students, always studying and hard at work. Some study
a bit now and then. And some don’t really study at all. No wonder they feel at home at

Carroll!”31 Despite the distance between Hungary and the United States, the Hungarian

students probably found Carroll to be more familiar than foreign.
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After May of 1957, however, their language course ended abruptly. Fr. Purker and Fr.
Horvath left Carroll to start a preschool in Orange County, California, and most of the

Hungarian students moved across the country. The Hungarian priests intended for their

language program to last only three months, just enough for the Hungarian students to

become familiar with English. Joseph Kintli, along with John Magyarosi, George
Krajcsik, Bela Horvath, and Patricia Koller, remained at Carroll to study as full-time

students with scholarships. However, it was no easy undertaking. With only a six-week
course and a summer spent learning English through everyday encounters, the five were
left to tackle all their courses in English with no further formal language instruction.

Moreover, when they first arrived at Carroll none of the Hungarians made contact with
relatives across the Atlantic. The students were not sure if the communists in Hungary

would force them to return, or imprison their families for communicating with expatriates

living in the United States. On their own, in a friendly but foreign place, the students

were left largely to find their own resources.
However, they all rose to the challenge. Joseph studied English by copying down his
notes dutifully in class in phonetic spelling, looking up the words for the correct

spellings, then translating them into Hungarian and back into English later the same

night. He also translated his textbooks into Magyar between the lines.32 Kintli recorded
his prepared speeches for his speech class via a tape recorder and listened carefully to
improve his diction and pronunciation. His professor, Hank Burgess, was very impressed
with his progress, and gave him an “A” for the class. Moreover, the Hungarian students

had an invaluable mentor in Sister Agnes Eugenia Flynn. Sr. Flynn taught English at that
time. The Hungarian students took her introductory composition class, and Kintli recalled
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that she “always made time to help us after class.”33 Sr. Agnes was very impressed by

how quickly Mr. Kintli and the other Hungarians learned English. When he visited her at
the order's mother-house years later, she showed him all his schoolwork, which she had

kept as testaments to his hard work.34
In time, the Hungarian students adapted swimmingly to their new home. They all

studied with great zeal, despite their busy schedule. All the Hungarian expatriates worked

part-time jobs throughout Helena while attending Carroll. In example, Kintli started
working Fridays and Saturdays at the House of Wong, a local Chinese restaurant. While

there, he made the noodles and occasionally delivered food to customers. The job gave
Kintli exposed to more of the Helena community. Kintli was also amused that “the city of
Helena never knew that it was a Hungarian making the Chinese noodles!”35

In addition, Kintli found a few other Hungarian immigrants in western Montana

to socialize with. He became particularly close friends with Ellak Papp, a university
student in Hungary in the early 1950s and member of an anti-communist student

movement. The communists persecuted the student movement for their anti-party ideas,
and Papp had been jailed in Hungary for his connection from 1952 to 1953. Papa ended

up in Billings after the Hungarian revolt, and he and Kintli became friends later in life.
Papp went on to operate his own landscaping business in Billings. Encounters such as

this show the mobility of post-World War II Hungarian immigrants. They had the ability

to travel further across America than even their predecessors did, largely because they
were better educated, young, and free of familial attachments or commitments.36

While at Carroll, Mr. Kintli not only worked and studied, but also involved himself
with the Helena community. He played violin for the Helena Symphony and trumpet for
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the city band. As he described it, “music is truly an international language.” He also

taught fencing at the local Y.M.C.A. with fellow expatriate George Krajcsik. The two

students even put on a skit at a Carroll talent show where one dressed as Fr. Greytak,
another as a student, and the two dueled onstage. The fight was a comic jab at Fr.
Greytak, who was responsible for checking each student’s room at night to make sure that

he was in bed. Kintli met his wife, fellow Carroll student Burke O’Malley, in his senior
year, and they were married by Monsignor Raymond Hunthausen, then president of

Carroll College, in St. Charles Chapel. Although Joseph and Burke considered holding
the wedding at the Cathedral of St. Helena, Burke’s home parish, they chose to place the
ceremony at the chapel because of their attachment to the college, particularly Joseph’s

close connection to Carroll.
Kintli's fellow expatriates also adapted well to their new home. Patricia Koller

became a superb classical scholar. Both Kintli and Bela Horvath remember Koller’s quiet

nature and great enthusiasm for her studies. She was reading St. Thomas Aquinas’ Summa
Theologiae in the original Latin, and the Greek philosophers in Attic Greek while at

Carroll.

Koller studied with such zeal that she graduated in 1960, one year ahead of her

classmates.
In that same year, John J. Magyarosi, the youngest of the Hungarian expatriates at

Carroll, left the college. Afterward, Magyarosi enlisted in the U.S. Army. Four years later

began a tour of duty in Vietnam as a sergeant in the 1st Cavalry division. Sadly, he was

killed in action in South Vietnam on May 17, 1966.38 Sergeant John Magyarosi heroically
served his adopted homeland, an aspect of the Carroll Hungarian students’ stories that is
often forgotten.
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Joseph Kintli graduated with George Krajcsik and Bela Horvath in 1961. Kintli
earned a degree in economics and a minor in business administration, Horvath graduated

with a degree in biology and a minor chemistry, and Krajcsik earned a degree in
mathematics and a minor in physics.39 The fact that these students all earned their degrees

on time, while learning English and working, is extraordinary.

Mr. Kintli and Mr. Kecskes felt that immigrating to the United States was the best

choice they ever made. They are deeply grateful for the opportunities they were granted
in America and their education in the United States. Another aspect of America that they
greatly cherish is the freedom of political perspective and the press, and have gained an

abiding respect for their adopted homeland. Their stories are, in many ways, classic
immigration stories. Kintli, Kecskes and their counterparts arrived in this country with no
understanding of English, no personal connections, and often literally penniless.

However, they crafted new lives for themselves in their adopted homeland. However,

they came to America not only for economic but also political opportunities, which is
where their tales differ from classic American immigration stories: they left for freedom

from an oppressive communist government in Hungary. That is how they earned the

moniker “freedom fighter” in the western press - these brave young men and women

were openly demanding their freedom in a nation that often imprisoned its own citizens
for speaking out against the existing government. When the young Hungarians’ attempt to
gain control of their own country failed, they turned to the west for the freedom they

sought.
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Conclusion

Shortly after graduating from Carroll College, Joseph Kintli began his
professional career at the Montana Department of Transportation’s Right-of-Way Bureau.

He started to work in that department as a writer of property descriptions for his first 10
months out of school, owing to his trigonometry skills. Kintli’s diligence helped him rise

in the department, and he retired as the supervisor for real estate services after 27 years of
work. Afterward, Kintli and his wife, Burke O’Malley, started a tour business called

Montana Charter Flights and Tours. In their private business they organized trips from

Montana to Europe, Hawaii, and across the mainland United States. Joseph and Burke
thoroughly enjoyed their tour business for the opportunities to meet new people and
travel to new places. Once travel restrictions to the Soviet satellites were loosened in the
1970s, Kintli made a trip to Hungary and brought his relatives in the old country back to

the United States to visit Montana.

Michael Kecskes has also enjoyed his prosperity in the United States. After

college, he worked several professions, including journalism, teaching, and corporate
work. He met his wife in Santa Rosa, California, and they later resettled in Montana.

Michael and his wife Linda raised a family in Helena. He also worked for the Department
of Education for the state of Montana. Kecskes has developed an affinity with Montana;

he owns property outside of Helena, and even raises a few cows.

Mr. Kintli and Mr. Kecskes both declared that moving to Montana was the greatest

choice that they ever made. They are both proud of their adopted homeland, including the
liberties this nation offers, economic opportunities, and freedom of expression. In brief, it
appears that they most enjoy how Americans have, for the most part, the liberty to live as
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they choose. Growing up in Hungary, especially under the harsh authority of the
communist government during early Cold War in Hungary, they, like many of their

countrymen, craved basic liberties that Americans take for granted. Both Kintli and
Kecskes agree that being able to vote in the presidential elections is a great honor, and
beyond anything they could have hoped for in the past.

Part of what instigated the revolt was the students’ desire for free speech and the

ability to voice grievances against their government. They loathed the single-party
government, the harsh censorship and the hated A.V.O. (Hungarian secret police). The
Hungarian Revolt of 1956 was a reaching out for the freedoms of speech and political

opinion that the communists suppressed. Truly, unlike the majority of Americans, these

Hungarian expatriates knew how destructive the Cold War was. The decades-long tension

between West and East was more than hostiles words being flung between the two forces.
The Hungarian refugees were forced to leave their homeland because there was
little future for them in their homeland. In many ways, it was the classic American

immigration story. The Hungarians who ended up in Helena and Butte came with only

the clothes on their back, little to no knowledge of English, and little else to claim as their
own. However, in contrast to many immigrants who came to America for economic

opportunities, the Hungarian refugees traveled to America to for political freedom
alongside new opportunities for prosperity. Nevertheless, they took advantage of any
available opportunity they could, and forged wholly new lives for themselves in America.

Many American residents take the liberties and freedoms offered in the United

States for granted, due to the great plentitude of opportunities available since this

country’s creation. However, many of these grand occasions for improving life in
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America come at the expense of hard work and sacrifice. Part of what makes the
Hungarian refugees’ stories so remarkable was how hard they worked for their living. As
mentioned earlier, Kecskes, even as a high school student, was working, attending

school, and living on his own. His experiences are not unique, as all the Hungarian

students who ended up in Helena or Butte supported themselves within their first year in
America. They all worked, went to school to some degree, and studied English. Some,

such as former Carroll student John Magyarosi, even served in the military. The
Hungarian refugees’ experiences show that there are many great opportunities to improve

one’s life in America.
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